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 For the design process of the website, it was essential to gather information 

from competitor websites regarding their colors, style and the general 

composition, and compare those findings to the UP requirements.

Adams & Sutherland

 It is a rather minimalistic website with only the brand name, an image and a 

short description of the company. Thus, it is simple and not confusing for the visi-

tor. The white background plays a key role in avoiding overloading the content and 

helps the visitor to pay attention to the important points of the website.
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Maccreanor Lavington

 

The same minimalist pattern can be found here. However, no details about the 

company are provided, thus making it difficult for visitors to conceive or 

understand what the purpose of the website is. In addition to this, the brand name 

is not located in the upper left hand corner as expected but on the right.



BCA Landscape

 BCA Landcape website is quite different from the aforementioned websites. 

The logo is obviously larger and the navigation imperceptible. The layout is 

blog-like and it is rather confusing for the visitor as there is no clear connection 

between the website and architecture, for it is crammed with confusing pictures 

and irrelevant content. This website was built using WordPress CMS so if the UP 

Team plans on using the same CMS, this is an example to avoid.

 All previous websites have their strong and weak points. It is important to 

note that a minimalist approach, which was used for each one, will be 



implemented in the UP website. In regard to UP Team requirements and achieve-

ments, the website will have to operate in the same way in order to promote the 

company’s image and work. Thus, I believe it is important to establish a connection 

between landscape architecture, the previous and current projects, the brand 

image, and the achievements of the team.

The design

 The keywords for planning the look and feel of this website were ‘landscape’ 

and ‘minimalist’. Thus, the green color, directly referring to nature, was chosen as 

a complementary color.  As the information architecture is rather demanding, a 

modern and minimalist approach was used. I tried to avoid adding extra informa-

tion where possible, maintaining the design’s aesthetic qualities without affecting 

its functioning. Thus, a playful but corporate style was used, indicating the adapt-

ability of the UP Team to various situations.

 The logo was slightly changed making it friendlier, responsive, innovating 

and personal, but keeping it serious, recognizable and corporate as it was before. 

 An image slider, where pictures change occasionaly, indicates what the web-

site is about. A news’ feed and a manifesto/agenda declare its productivity and 

commitment to its purpose and goals. It is also very useful to include a tagline so 

that the visitors will feel that they are in the right place. For example a Landscape 

architecture website could declare a tagline such as “We Design, We Landscape” 

or “It is not Landscape, but 

Dreamscape”.



Networking

 In order to achieve the best possible results regarding the traffic that the 

website can achieve, it is important to attain a commitment to Blogging and Social 

Networking. Publishing short but useful articles can be the best strategy to

attract potential clients or partners. That way, a good communication between the 

UP Team and the target audience can be built so that the UP Team will be elected 

as a trustful brand. Explaining ways of approaching a project or techniques taken 

for amazing landscape designs are some indicative examples for useful blog ar-

ticles. 

Finally, supporting the blog and the news feed with social networking such as 

a Twitter or a Facebook Page account can play a decisive role in showing the 

UP Team’s commitment and passion to who they are and what they do; in other 

words, to build an image that clients desire to see and trust.










